LONG BEACH COMIC & HORROR CON PROGRAMMING 2013
S A T U R D A Y, N O V E M B E R 2 3
TIME

ROOM 104A

ROOM
103A

ROOM 103B/C

ROOM 102A

ROOM 102B

ROOM 102C

KIDS AREA

11:00 AM

DOCTOR WHO 50th
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
LIVE FROM BBC AMERICA

AUCTION

MARK TEXEIRA
Special Q&A on with artist
covering more than 20 years
in the comic book industry.

Anime Voice Acting
Workshop with
Crispin Freeman

NPC: Believe the Hype
National Press is poised to make 2014 a
break out year! Come meet the method
behind this maddness and talk about
where NPC is headed in the coming
year!

Full Time Creative Work
on a Part Time Schedule
We will talk about how to
successfully juggle time
between the creative and
business sides while being
involved in a goal oriented
groups and discuss the
process, pitfalls and potential
of part-time collaboration.

Kids Draw SuperHeroEs
Are you a kid that wants to learn how to draw super
heroes? If you do then come on by and Patrick Scullin will
show you tips and tricks on how to draw like a pro. No
drawing experience is required.

12:00 PM

DOCTOR WHO 50th
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
LIVE FROM BBC AMERICA

AUCTION

Cosplay with 501St
legion
How do you make a great
Star Wars costume. Come
find out with Scott Allen as
he and his present the ins
and outs of making a great
Star Wars costume!

Spotlight on
Amanda Conner
Special Up Close look at
the career of one of the
most popular and inflential
modern artists working in
comics today! Get the scoop
on her latest works, and
upcoming works including
Harley #0 from DC Comics.

Saturday Morning Media Live
A live, old time radio recording that is
fun for the whole family. Help Saturday
Morning Media record the latest episode
of their popular podcast by being apart
of the show! This is a all ages panel and is
geared toward younger con attendees and
their families.

Aspen Panel
Celebrating it’s 10th
anniversary, Aspen will
answer your questions
about their ambitious 10
for 10 project as it wraps
up at this Show. And what
they are preparing for the
upcoming year!

How to draw some of your favorite characters with:
12 pm Hillary Bauman
12:30 pm JOEY LEE CABRAL

1:00 PM

John Kricfalusi
The cartoonist who created
The Ren & Stimpy Show!
Come to this lively Q&A and
find out how did he come
up with these awesome
characters. This Saturday
morning Icon Cartoonist has
worked on numerous titles,
New Adventures of Beany
& Cecil, New Adventures of
Mighty Mouse, etsons revival,
Smurfs, Richie Rich, Super
Friends, The New Adventures
of Tom and Jerry, Snorks,
Flash Gordon, Pac-Man, and
Fat Albert and the Cosby
Kids. Just to name a few!

AUCTION

Star wars Origami with
Chris Alexander
Come on by and learn step
by step how to make some
of your favorite Star Wars
charcters out of paper.

Wonder Women in
Comics
Do you like female
characters, do you like
women who create
comics? Then this is the
place for you. Join Barbara
Randall Kesel to talk about
girls with the girls.

Location Location Location
Horror, dark fantasy, and suspense
authors Christopher Rice (The Heavens
Rise), David Forsyth (Sovereign Spirit
Saga), Nancy Holder (Teen Wolf: On
Fire) and Tarama Thorne (The Sorority)
discuss evoking a mood through
atmosphere and setting.

Archaia Panel
Come see what Archaia
has planned for the
upcoming year in this Q&A
with members from the
Archaia team

I AM MIXED
Author Garcelle Beauvais reads her debut hit children’s
book, “I Am Mixed”. Dealing with issues of childhood
identity for multi-cultural children, the book is
helpful for children of all backgrounds to understand
themselves and others.

2:00 PM

VOICE ACTING ON
YOUNGJUSTICE
Learn all about the voice acting process
on DC/WB/CN’s Young Justice animated
television series from the folks who
were there, i.e. Producers Brandon
Vietti & Greg Weisman, Voice & Casting
Director Jamie Thomason, Talent
Coordinator Curtis Koller and members
of the cast, including Thom Adcox
(“Klarion”), Cameron Bowen (“Robin”),
Nick Chinlund (“Sportsmaster”), Nicole
Dubuc (“Iris West-Allen”), Crispin
Freeman (“Red Arrow”), Kevin Grevious
(“Black Beetle”), Josh Keaton (“Black
Spider”), Phil LaMarr (“Aquaman”),
Stephanie Lemelin (“Artemis”), Yuri
Lowenthal (“Lagoon Boy”), Jason
Marsden (“Impulse”), Vanessa Marshall
(“Black Canary”) and Jason Spisak
(“Kid Flash”). Moderator: Greg Weisman
(“Lucas Carr”).

AUCTION

ComiXology Submit:
The Future of SelfPublishing
ComiXology is looking for
the next big independent
comic creator – is that
you? Since its launch at
SXSW, comiXology Submit
has released over 300
independent comic book
series from celebrated indie
creators and up-and-coming
creators alike. In this tell-all
panel, comiXology’s Chip
Mosher is joined by Joshua
Hale Fialkov, writer/cocreator of the comiXology
Submit smash-hit series
The Bunker, as they discuss
how to be a part of the new
self-publishing revolution in
digital comics!

BEYOND CLICHES CREATING AWESOME
FEMALE CHARACTERS FOR
COMICS, FILM, & VIDEO
GAMES
Join us in exploring the
past, present, and the
future of female character
creation for comics and
video games. We’ll examine
the traps of common tropes,
cliches, and stereotypes
while discussing how
content creators can create
wonderful, relatable, and
realistic female characters.
Join Moderator Neo
Edmund (Red Riding, Rise
Of The Alpha Huntress) and
panelist TBA.

Robotech Industry Panel
Join Harmony Gold’s Tommy Yune
and Steve Yun as they showcase all
the latest live action and animated
Robotech productions.

IDW: The Panel of
Doom
IDW’s annual panel
extravaganza is back!
Come hear what IDW
Marketing guy Dirk Wood
and IDW Senior Editor and
Grand Poobah of Big Books
Scott Dunbier have coming
your way! Surprises, Hi-jinx,
Q&A and Fun! Come armed
with questions, you just
may get a prize or two!

Drawing with Dawn Wolf
Kids can learn how to draw some of their favorite
characters
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LONG BEACH COMIC & HORROR CON PROGRAMMING 2013
S A T U R D A Y, N O V E M B E R 2 3
TIME

ROOM 104A

3:00 PM

11th Anniversary of
the Frindhouse Film
Festival
Film and a live presentation
to celebrate a film festival
that takes place twice
monthly at the Bew Beverly
Cinema. Participants include
Eric Caidin (Grindhouse
Festival Founder), Special
Guests TBA

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

NIGHTTIME

ROOM 103B/C

ROOM 102A

ROOM 102B

ROOM 102C

KIDS AREA

AUCTION

Gene Ha: Spotlight
See what the Eisner Award
winning Artist has in the
works for the future. And
ask his past projects and his
favorites.

Monsterverse
Come see what the
publisher has planned for
the upcoming year. Where
it’s been and where it’s
going!

Disney Afternoon
Life is like a hurricane at Long Beach Comic-Con!
It’s been almost 25 years since Disney Afternoon
debuted on television screens, and the impact
of “the golden age” of Disney TV Animation is
still felt today. Get ready to “spin it” with Greg
Weisman (producer, creator of Gargoyles) Jymn
Magon (co-creator Chip n’ Dale Rescue Rangers,
creator of Talespin), Bob Schooley (co-creator,
Kim Possible, co-ex producer Penguins of
Madagascar), Mark McCorkle (Buzz Lightyear
of Star Command, co-creator of Kim Possible)
and Rob Paulsen (voice actor, Darkwing Duck,
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Animaniacs) for
raucous recollections and never-before-heard
stories! Moderated by Aaron Sparrow (Darkwing
Duck: The Duck Knight Returns)

Indie Comics
Marketing on a
Shoestring Budget
Join Dale Wilson and Dani
Dixon as they provide the
10 most important things
that an indie publisher
needs to know to succeed
and how to not burn
too many bridges in the
process.

Dave Clark - Off Shoot Comics
Get drawn into a Comic Book! We will be drawing kids into
characters from our comic book series Heroes R Us based
off of and customized by each child. We even have a banner
for the kids to take pictures next too. It is a comic book
about a toy store that sells toys that give super powers. On
the back of the sketch there will be a prize for the kids to
receive at our booth in artist alley. Each child will receive
one of the following prizes: • Free candy • Free T Shirts •
Free copy of the comic • All of them have the ability to color
their sketch and submit to our site or Facebook to have their
character put into the comic book series. They can even add
their own backstory and character names and funny team
names. (Characters in the story have funny team names like
Sneakspicious, Science! and Redeckulous

Raw Studios
Join Tim Bradstreet and
Tom Jane as they take
you through a trip of Raw
Studios and their plans for
the future!

AUCTION

IDKS Panel with
Jesse Snyder
Come ask Jesse everything
and anything you wanted
to know about comics but
we’re afraid to ask.

Making a Comic
Step by Step

The Truth is Out There:
Conspiracies, Ghosts & Aliens
with Dean Haglund
Noted actor and conspiracy theorist Dean
Haglund (The X-Files, The Lone Gunmen, The
Truth is Out There) hosts a Q&A about his
career and all things unexplained. From the
Queen Mary to alien conspiracies; don’t miss
your chance to sit in on one of the most
exciting and truth exposing events.

Mind of Mirrors: A
Graphic Novel/
Soundtrack
Panel dicuss of the
upcoming release by Dan
Franklin , Leland Jackness
(writers/musicians), Tom
Hodges (Artist), Brianna
Garcia (colorist). Live
acoustic performance!

4pm DAN SMITH

Drawing the Line: Breaking
into TV Animation
Are you an aspiring artist and/
or student interested in pursuing
a career in TV animation
production? Curious to know
some of the inner workings of
some of your favorite animated
TV shows? This highly informative
panel will feature discussions, tips
and information on breaking into
the industry as told by artists and
directors from some of today’s
hottest animated TV shows.

AUCTION

Scott Lobdell vs.
Marv Wolfman
See these two industry
lengends discuss everything
in the comics world (and
some other things) that
interest them, and make
them constantly create and
keep their creative juices
flowing.

Web Comics Gathering
An informal gathering of
industry porfessionals talk
about what it takes to put
web comics together, how
to promote, and how to get
it seen!

JOE RUBENSTEIN INKING WORKSHOP
Tickets needed to enter.

Boom! Comics What’s Next for
the independent
publisher?
From Movies and
television to comics and
more, Boom! is making
a name for itself in the
industry! What do they
have up there sleeve for
2014? Come find out!

How do you come up with those great character
designs. Artists will show you how to create the
character from your imagination to the paper.

Mark Waid Spotlight
What is in the mind of Mark
Waid? Come find out how
Mark comes up with his great
ideas and stories for some
of the most iconic comic
characters in the industry.

AUCTION

Agent 88 / Payday Panel
What does it take to make your
own Web Series and Movie and
Number 1 Video Game!? These
and more questions will be
answered with Digger Mesch,
Joshua Ortega, Jan UtsteinO’Neill, and more.

Creating an Animated
TV Series
What does it tatke to
create or develop an
animated TV series? Craig
Miller and Guests will be
talking about how to go
about it.

JOE RUBENSTEIN INKING WORKSHOP
Tickets needed to enter.

Devestator’s Geek
Jamboree
The funny guys and gals
at Los Angeles-based the
Devestator - The Comedy
magazine for Humans will be
on hand with stand up, parody
sketches, live interactive
reading and TOO much more!

Join these artists as they take kids step by step on how
to develop a story using their drawings.

7:15 pm COSTUME MASQUERADE BALL
The Event of the Season with
many categories and CASH
prizes. Jese Snyder, Vince
Hernandez, and Vampy Bit Me
are your judges

ROOM
103A

Infected by Art
Meet the Legends.
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4:30pm Pedro Maldonado

5pm TRAVIS HANSEN
5:30pm ANDRES SALAZAR

5pm Pepe Melan
5:30pm Kahley Keefer

LONG BEACH COMIC & HORROR CON PROGRAMMING 2013
S U N D A Y, N O V E M B E R 2 4
TIME

ROOM 104A

ROOM
103A

ROOM 103B/C

ROOM 102A

11:00 AM

Nobility WEB SERIES
”Nobility” from Cowboy Errant
Pictures is a project by fans,
for fans. “Nobility” is a fun
Sci-Fi web series dubbed “The
Office” meets “Firefly”. A
story about Humanity’s most
powerful starship with a crew
that’s ANYTHING but noble, we’ll
follow the misfit crew of the
Nobility as they careen through
the most dangerous events of
the 28th Century! This panel is
an opportunity to speak with
the minds behind “Nobility” as
well as our awesome cast, and
see how you can help create
the kind of Sci-Fi fans want
to see!
MODERATOR: Writer/creator
E.J. De la Pena (“Jingle All
the Way”, “Boy Meets World”,
“Starship: The Coming
Darkness”, “Starship: Rising”,
“Run Ronnie Run”)

AUCTION

COMIC & MANGA PRODUCTION
WORKSHOP
Tommy Yune, a veteran of hit
comic series such as Speed
Racer, Robotech, and Danger
Girl: Kamikaze, covers modern
production techniques of the
industry and new options
available to hopeful comic
creators.

Publicizing Your Project
with craig miller
You have the project done. Now
what? Learn what you need to do
to get people to notice!

12:00 PM

Kevin Eastman Panel
He co-created one of the most
enduring comics in the last 20
years! Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, Heavy Metal, and The
Other Dead, just to name a few
of the projects he has going
on. Get inside the mind of Kevin
Eastman as he opens up about
the past, and future projects!

AUCTION

Starwars Origami with
Chris Alexander
Come on by and learn step
by step how to make some
of your favorite Star Wars
charcters out of paper.

Steve Scott
An informative Q&A with the comic
artist. What is he up to on current
projects, and where does he expect
to be in the upcoming year.

1:00 PM

MULTI-MEDIA INFLUENCE
ON PROSE
Authors’ original works of
speculative fiction come from
their own imaginations, but
they can also be sparked by
comic books, games, movies,
etc. Peter Clines (Ex-Heroes),
Nick Cole (The Wasteland
Saga), and Jonathan Maberry
(The Joe Ledger novels)
talk about the creative
intersection of storytelling in
different medias.

AUCTION

Kickstarter Panel
Ever wonder what it takes
to raise your own funds for
your own project? Come ask
Jimmy Palmiotti and others
as they walk you through the
step by step process of what
to do from the pitch to the
fulfillment!
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ROOM 102B

ROOM 102C

KIDS AREA

The Human Fly
We will discuss the various ways in which the
former MARVEL character, THE HUMAN FLY, is
being reinvented and reintroduced to the comic,
film and television audiences.

The Ultraverse
20th Anniversary
Let’s gather to discuss
its birth, success,
failures, the forefront
of computer coloring
and other tales of one
of the first original
universes to challenge
the big 2.

Join these artists as they show you
how to draw some of your favorite
characters.

The Blue Beetle!
The Cast and Crew will be on hand to show a few
episodes from past two seasons of the Blue Beetle
and then take your questions about the series.
Then stay till the end because there will be a sneak
peek of Season 3!!

Where to Ideas Come
From?
Join Barbara Randall
Kesel discussing
strategies for how to deal
with an empty page for
artists and writers!

Kids Make Comics with PATRICK
SCULLIN
Are you a kid that wants to learn how to
make comics? If you do then come and
join Super Siblings cartoonist Patrick
Scullin as he teaches kids how to make
their own comics. Bring a sketchbook,
paper, crayons, pencils, or markers and
Patrick will guide you through the steps
of creating a story and putting it to paper.
No drawing experience is required for this
family friendly session. Even if you don’t
have any art supplies come join the fun.
See you there!

The Future of Fiction with John Mulhall
and Guests
Join a panel of Authors as they discuss the future
of publishing and examine the different paths
available to authors today will self-publishing
be the future? or a passing trend? Will hybrid
solutions be the way the way of the future? Come
join the discussion; what will the industry look
like in five years? Q & A is encouraged.

Tales Told with
Brian Pulido
Come check out what
the Horror/Comic/
Fantasy Writer has up
his sleeve next for this
Imprint.

Dave Clark - Off Shoot Comics
Get drawn into a Comic Book! We will be
drawing kids into characters from our
comic book series Heroes R Us based off
of and customized by each child. We even
have a banner for the kids to take pictures
next too. It is a comic book about a toy
store that sells toys that give super powers.
On the back of the sketch there will be a
prize for the kids to receive at our booth
in artist alley. Each child will receive one of
the following prizes: • Free candy • Free T
Shirts • Free copy of the comic • All of them
have the ability to color their sketch and
submit to our site or Facebook to have their
character put into the comic book series.
They can even add their own backstory and
character names and funny team names.
(Characters in the story have funny team
names like Sneakspicious, Science! and
Redeckulous

11 am Traci Goodwin
11:30 am REBECCA HICKS

LONG BEACH COMIC & HORROR CON PROGRAMMING 2013
S U N D A Y, N O V E M B E R 2 4
TIME

ROOM 104A

ROOM
103A

ROOM 103B/C

ROOM 102A

ROOM 102B

ROOM 102C

2:00 PM

These are the Voyages:
The making of Star Trek
the Original Series
Join author Marc Cushman,
John D.F Black, sole surviving
Star Trek producer &
Mary Black, John’s former
assistant as they talk indept
and take questions about the
making of the original Star
Trek series

AUCTION

Super Indie Comic Book
Creation Panel
If you have always wanted
to create your own comics,
well then this is the panel for
you. This will help you learn
the crucial steps from idea
to marketing and everything
inbetween. As a special treat
each panel member will be
raffling off a special prize pack.

Animation Writing
Ever wonder how animated shows
gets made? Or how to break into the
business - and how to stay in? Join the
writers and story editors of some of
your favorite shows in a revealing round
table chat. Panelist include: Andrew
Robinson (Young Justice; Kaijudo: Rise
of the Duel Masters); Charlotte Fullerton
(My Little Pony, Ben 10); Mairghread
Scott (Transformers: Prime, Rescue
Bots), Jonathan Callan (Ben 10, Kaijudo)
and Neo Edmund (Kaijudo: Rise of the
DuelMasters).

HOW TO GET MORE Freelance Work
How can writers, artists, and other freelancers market
themselves better? Whether you’re a beginner or a
professional, join us to discuss the freelance world
with Steven L. Sears (comic writer/creator and writer/
producer for three decades of TV series, including
Xena: Warrior Princess), Brooks Wachtel (artist and
Emmy-award winning animation writer), Christian
Gossett (artist, writer, director, creator of The Red
Star graphic novels, concept designer for George
Lucas), Sarah Gaydos (Editor of comics like Young
Justice, Batman Beyond Unlimited, and Star Trek), and
Shaene Siders (writer for movies, games, and comics
like Discovery Channel’s Megalodon and Prehistoric
Sharks).

We’re Here, We’re
Queer, Now What?
From the high-flying
world of spandex-clad
superheroes to the
slice-of-life world of
autobiography, LGBTQ
charcters and stories
have become much more
visible in comics today.
Join Prism Comics and
moderator Tara Madison
Avery and special guests
as they discuss new
directions in LGBTQ
comics.

These are the Voyages:
The making of Star Trek
the Original Series
Join author Marc Cushman,
John D.F Black, sole surviving
Star Trek producer &
Mary Black, John’s former
assistant as they talk indept
and take questions about the
making of the original Star
Trek series

AUCTION

From Fear to Fiction
The dark. The unknown. Clowns.
We all have things we fear,
sometimes irrationally but
always passionately. Are those
same fears a resource that can
be tapped to create memorable
stories? Join Clint Wolf (writer
of Zombie Ranch) and Justin
Robinson (author: Everyman, City
of Devils) as they discuss how
past and present terrors can be
channeled to fuel the imagination.

Trent Kanuiga
Comic book and video game artist
Trent Kaniuga will demonstrate digital
art techniques that will increase your
artwork output dramatically. For both
beginners and veterans. Learn how to
create custom brushes in Photoshop,
how to add texture and depth to your
drawings, lay out pages in a snap, and
color pages quickly.

Bat in the Sun’s “Super Power Beat
Down” with Aaron Schoenke
Check out this Hit Smash Web Series with over 10
Million views to date!

Young Justice:
Abduction
This is a fan made
web series brought to
you by Comic Booked
Studios. Join Colin
Bass (Nightwing),
Sean Swanson (Harvey
Bullock) and more as
we watch episodes,
behind the scenes
footage and talk about
our plans for the rest
of the season.

WE CAN GET THEM FOR YOU
WHOLESALE
Based on a short story and
narrated by: NEIL GAIMAN
Directed, Produced and adapted
by: JUDE GERARD PREST.
Scheduled to appear
Jude Gerard Prest - Director
/ Exec Producer / Adapted
Screenplay - Deadliest
Warrior, Bruce Lee: Immortal
Dragon, Payday: The Web
series (Co-Producer/Actor)
Brian Howe -Actor (Justified,
Pursuit of Happyness, Catch
Me If You Can, Nikita)
Daniel Roebuck - Actor
(LOST, Mob City, Final
Destination, The Fugitive,
Halloween)
Richard Kidd - (Visual Effects
supervisor) (Twilight, Matrix
Revolutions, Spiderman 3,
Titanic)
Chris Gilman - (Global
Effects) (Watchmen, Mars
Attacks, Mr. and Mrs. Smith,
The Right Stuff, The Last
Samurai)
SIGNING BEFORE THE
SCREENING - MOTOART
EXHIBIT AREA!

AUCTION

How to Make a Kick @ss Video
for Your Kickstarter
You have a few minutes to sell
yourself and your dream project
to total strangers on a shoe-string
budget. The right video can make all
the difference between a successfully
funded project and failure. What are
the tips and tricks you need to know
to make an impressive professional
quality video to set you on the
road to your dreams? Animator Joe
Matamales of BFD animation will
show some of the videos he has
produced that have lead to successful
Kickstarters

The Writer’s Journey: Breaking Into
Comic Book And Hollywood Scriptwriting
The old days of sending in unsolicited pitches to
big comic book companies in the hopes of getting
hired are dead and gone. If you are an unpublished
writer with dreams of making it in the comic book
industry, and you don’t know how or where to
begin, this is the panel for you. Join Hollywood
screenwriter/graphic novel producers Brandon M.
Easton (ThunderCats [2011] , Transformers: Armada,
Shadowlaw), Geoffrey Thorne (In the Heat of the Night,
Ben 10, TNT’s Leverage, Star Trek: Titan, Genre 19)
and Jonathan Callan (Ben 10: Omniverse, Generator
Rex, Slugterrainea, The Prisoner Webcomic) as they
share insider information, publishing secrets and the
professional realities on how to develop your ideas
into a viable comics proposal.

3:00 PM

4:00 PM
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Empire of the Wolf
Writer Michael Kogge
(Star Wars: The
Despotica) and artist
Dan Parsons (Game of
Thrones, Dark Horse’s
Star Wars comics)
present a behind-thescenes account of how
they created the new
indie epic, EMPIRE OF
THE WOLF, a tale of
werewolves in ancient
Rome, just published
by Alterna Comics.

KIDS AREA
What makes a good character drawing?
Find out in this kid friendly hour!
2 pm Tshinza Stewart

Why do artists draw characters different
ways? Ask the artists as they draw step by
step characters!
3 pm Rebecca Sachse
3:30 pm Andrew Huerta

